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"My colony all flew away and now I'm on my own. I'm trying to find somewhere safe that I can call my home." Poppy is terrified of bees. What if they sting her? But when Billy Bumblebee lands in her garden, Poppy soon begins to learn all about the special
things that bees do, making an unlikely friend along the way.
From the highly acclaimed author of Caterpillar Summer comes a heartfelt story about the sweetness and stings of middle-school friendship. Meg has always found comfort in her best friend Beatrix's shadow. Self-assured Beatrix is the one who makes
decisions, and the girls have been a pair since kindergarten. But middle school has brought some changes in Beatrix, especially when Meg tries to step outside her role as sidekick. A special science elective is Meg's first step away, but when she's paired
with quirky new girl Hazel, Beatrix steps in to stake her claim on Meg. Meg is taken aback at how mean Beatrix can be--and how difficult it is to stand up to her friend. But as Meg gets to know Hazel while working on their backyard beehive project, she starts
to wonder: Is being Beatrix's friend worth turning down the possibility of finding her own voice? This pitch-perfect exploration of middle-school friendship dynamics brims with heart and hope, and will resonate with readers of all ages. Acclaim for Caterpillar
Summer An Indies Introduce Pick A Texas Bluebonnet Selection A Parents Best Book of the Year A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year An Amazon Best Book of the Year
"A brief introduction to bees, discussing their characteristics, habitat, life cycle, and predators. Includes a range map, life cycle illustration, and amazing facts"--Provided by publisher.
Describes the hatching, growth and development, physical and behavioral characteristics, and diet of bees.
Bumble Bee
From Bears and Trees to Mushrooms and Bees
Buzz Said the Bee
The Secret Life of Bees
Whatever

All the animals are running away, but what are they afraid of? Find out in this action-packed book that will have all little children wanting to turn the pages and join in. It's simple, it's fun, it's thought provoking, and the surprise ending brings it right back to the
beginning - to be enjoyed all over again! Graphic designer and illustrator Edward Gibbs has always sought to communicate meaningful ideas in the simplest way. With a seemingly effortless touch, in this book and its companion The Acorn, he introduces
educational themes and concepts (food chains, fear, ecosystems) in a visual, fun, and satisfying romp for the very young.
"The Better Together series presents an introductory look at some of nature's most exciting cooperative pairs. Bees and Flowers explores the close mutualistic relationship between the plants and insects. Sidebars encourage readers to engage in the
material by asking deeper questions or conducting individual research. Full color photos, a glossary, and a listing of additional resources all enhance the learning experience."-Fashion illustrator Carlos Aponte gives readers front row seats to the runway show of the season! Join Miss V. McQueen and her band of fashion bugs as they flit and flutter their brilliant colors down the catwalk. Ladybug reds, butterfly golds, and
grasshopper greens provide young readers with a chic introduction to the colors found all around us.
Not sure whether to high-five bees or run away from them? Well, maybe you shouldn't high-five them, but you definitely don't have to run away from them. In this enthusiastic, hands-on approach to bees, the book's narrator will convince the pizza-loving bee
skeptic-and you-of just how cool bees really are. Did you know that 98 percent of bees are girls? Or that they have two stomachs (which would come in handy for more pizza eating)? Bethany Barton's hilarious text and kid-friendly illustrations will have you
singing the praises of our buzzing neighbors-or at least will convince you to give bees a chance.
Bee Dance
Save the Bees
Bees and Flowers
Curious George

Buzz around with Bees! This title covers everything from what bees look like to what they like to eat. Complete with a More Facts section, bolded glossary terms, and diagrams pointing out specific body parts. Young readers will gather basic information about bees through easy-to-read,
simple text alongside stunning full-bleed photographs. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids is a division of ABDO.
George and Steve accidentally eat all of Betsy's honeycomb for her Earth Day presentation about bees and resolve to find a way to replace the honeycomb before Betsy returns from dance class.
The Bees You See is an educational children's book narrated by Drew the Drone Bee, who introduces the reader to his big family. Drew teaches young readers about the vital roles bees have in our environment. Target age group for this book is approx. 3-5 year old children.
One Bee Too Many is an ingenious fable with a completely satisfying ending. Will they find the extra bee? Or was it simply a mistake?
BOOK 2 in the MUMMY NATURE series of children's books.
Bear and Bee Too Busy
The Queen Bee and Me
A Bee in Your Ear
A home for honeybees

Fans of Tree: A Peek-Through Picture Book can now fly along with Bee on her very busy day! Through a hole in the book's cover, a bee is buzzing inside a flower. Peek into this bright and lively book and discover the big ways this little insect contributes to the beauty of the environment, from pollinating colorful
flowers to buzzing about the bright and beautiful meadow. With clever peekaboo holes throughout, each page reveals new flowers and plants, plus a look inside a beehive as the bees work together to help a plants grow. Children will love seeing the details of a bee's active day as each page is turned, and along the way
they'll learn about ways in which bees and plants works together to produce a healthy, beautiful environment.
Bees are important insects because they make honey. They also pollinate flowers and keep our environment beautiful. They are needed for fruit pollination. Beekeepers look after bees and make sure their hives are near flowers which will give them the nectar to make honey. When bees swarm, they are following their
queen from an old hive to make a new colony somewhere. "Bee Alarm!" is about a swarm of bees who settled in a schoolyard and had to be removed safely.
In Bee Dance, follow a foraging honeybee as she searches for food and returns to the hive to share the news in a honeybee dance! A honeybee searches for nectar, then returns to the hive to tell the other bees. She does a waggle dance, moving in a special figure-eight pattern to share the location of the foodsource with
her hivemates. With vivid and active images, Rick Chrustowski brings these amazing bees to life!
Listen to tiny tales from Buzzwing the hardworking honeybee. Combining nonfiction with a splash of fantasy, The Secret Life of Bees is a book to get lost in, time and again.
A Season to Bee
Kaia and the Bees
A Wantstobe Book
The Thing About Bees
Bee and Me
Billy, unimpressed with everything his father does with him, always responds "whatever," until the world's "hungriest" tiger comes along and gets his attention.
A simple poem introduces the active life of the bumblebee.
Kate is determined to win her spelling club's spelling bee, but the competition is fierce. She can almost put up with Violet's relentless claims of superior spelling ability, but when Kate and Jake begin
to fight with each other, Kate is miserable. She wants to win the contest, but she doesn't want to lose her best friend.
Discover more about our fuzzy little insect friends with award-winning author and illustrator Charlotte Milner. The perfect introduction to bee conservation for little ones. Learn all about the beautiful
world of bees and their adventure from flower to flower. You'll find out just how much they matter, why they are declining, and what we can do to help in this adorable kids' book. Bees are brilliant at
building, super social creatures and along with other insects, are responsible for a third of every mouthful of food you eat! Children will be fascinated by the beautiful pictures and learn plenty of buzzworthy fun facts in every chapter, covering types of bees, beehives, beekeeping, how they pollinate plants and make honey. A beautiful kid's educational book about bees with a crucial message: not only
does it inform and educate about an issue that is a real threat, but it also delivers it in a way that is gripping for all ages. A dazzling celebration of bees, packaged in a gorgeous hard backed book
made with high- quality paper and spectacular illustrations. What's The Buzz About Honey Bees? Meet the humble honeybee face-to-face - an animal that is considered nature's hardest worker, in this
engaging, educational kids book that you can treasure forever. What do they do all day? Why are bees important? Find out why they need our help and what you can do. Bees are responsible for so much more
than making honey. This book is an essential tool in encouraging the protection of our precious buzzing friends for generations to come. Learn all about these valuable creatures: - What happens in the
hive - What pollination is - Who the queen is - How honeybees talk to each other - How we can help them and much, much more! This adorable book is one of three children's books on conservation by awardwinning author Charlotte Milner and includes The Sea Book and The Bat Book for your little ones to enjoy.
I Wish I Were a Cow!
Bees
Give Bees a Chance
The Yes
The Bee Tree
An exploration of the importance of bees in our world is offered through the author's lyrical observations to his young sons, often with analogies between the insects and children, and always beautifully presented with unconditional
love for them both.
When the weather turns warm during spring and summer, that's when the fuzzy bees come out of hiding. Learn about the amazing life of a honey bee and discover just how important these tiny creatures are to the many varieties of
food people count on.
To teach his daughter the value of books, a father leads a growing crowd in search of the tree where the bees keep all their honey.
When Bear asks Bee to roll down the hill with him, Bee is too busy. Bee is too busy to lie in the sun and splash in the water, too. And by the time Bee asks Bear to watch the moon with her, he is too sleepy! Poor Bear. Poor Bee.
Nothing is fun without your best friend beside you, but luckily Bee knows just what to do!
The Elephant Who Wanted to Be a Bee
A First Book of Bees in the City
The Bee Book
Captivating, Educational and Fact-Filled Picture Book about Bees for Toddlers, Kids, Children and Adults
The Bees You See

A great, orange thing called the Yes leaves his cozy nest and sets out for a Where he must reach, but he is surrounded by swarms of Nos, flimsy creatures that try to stop him every step of the way.
The Bee BookPenguin
A fun introduction to why the world needs bees. Pedro, Nick, Yulee, Sally and Martin are buzzing with excitement today! The five friends are visiting Martin s neighbor, Mr. Cardinal. He keeps beehives in his backyard, and he s offered to show the
friends how honeybees live. Mr. Cardinal explains how bees feed and pollinate, what happens inside their colony, how they build their hives and even why they like to dance! He also describes why some bees are in trouble and what people can do to help.
And the day s perfect sweet ending? Honey, of course! Kids will delight in the message: it s best to bee a friend to bees everywhere!
A little bee causes a big commotion among the much larger animals on the farm.
In the Trees, Honey Bees
Follow That Bee!
Bee My Friend
Bees Like Flowers
Bee Alarm!
Watch our happy, helpful friend the Honey Bee, always so busy and buzzy and find out why bees and flowers are such good friends. Illustrations using vivid colours include many real flower species which children may
recognise from their garden or have seen growing in the wild, 3 of them are named at the end of the book too. The narrator shows us what these fascinating bugs have been getting up to in her garden. What we can learn:
concepts: Simple ideas about the life of a bee Bees are insects Some common flowers: Daisy, Poppy, Sunflower new words: Insect, Pollen, Nectar, Hive, Honeycomb, Blossoms PAGES: 26 WORDS: 262 LEVEL: Preschool to 6yrs
Other books in the series: Meet Bacteria! Travelling Seeds MUMMY NATURE series – nurturing children's curiosity Each book in the series is one mini nature lesson wrapped up in colour and rhyme. These books are intended for
very young children including toddlers and will give them just a glimpse into some of the wonders of the natural world. Illustrated for maximum vibrancy and visual impact, using rhyme to engage young minds and encourage
participation. Read the rhymes to your children and soon they will be reading them to you! The narrator is a small child and keen observer who tells us in short rhyming phrases everything she thinks we should know, and all
about the magical things she sees around her. Sometimes she is camouflaged in the long grass and other times she has to climb a tree to get a better look. tags: free kids books, free childrens books, books for kids, books for
children, free educational books, stories for kids, early reader, children's stories, bedtime stories, kids ebooks, kids book about animals, beginning reader, free ebooks, preschool, ages 3-5, ages 6-8, childrens books ages 4-8,
childrens nature books, kids nature, free animal books for kids, free childrens books ages 2-4, childrens free epub, kids box set, childrens non-fiction
Save the Bees tells the story of three friends working together to make Clover's pollination route easier with a heartwarming lesson of environmentalism and conservation that will stay with the reader for a lifetime.
Bees begin their life cycle as eggs in honeycomb cells. Every day, a queen bee can lay as many as 2,000 eggs. Young readers will study a bee¿s growth from egg to grub to pupa to adult
A bee flies in the window of the high-rise flat where she lives and a little girl is frightened. She traps the bee and then wonders what to do. This beautiful wordless picture book traces the growing friendship between girl and
bee and introduces small children to the ecology of the natural world. Highlighting the plight of the disappearing bumble bee, it shows how some simple actions can help restore beauty and balance in our environment. With a
list of bee-friendly seeds to plant and ways to protect bees at home.
One Bee Too Many
The Bee Who Could Not Choose His Flower
Are You a Bee?
Little Bee
Life Cycle of a Bee, The
The author of Those Shoes and an award-winning illustrator team up for the story of a girl who tries to overcome her fear of bees to see how amazing they are. Kaia is the brave type. Like hottest-hot-pepper brave. But there is one thing that scares her: BEES! And right now, thousands of bees live on
her roof because Kaia’s dad is a beekeeper. Her dad says that the world needs bees and that’s why they are beekeepers. But only he goes on the roof, not Kaia — unless she can find a way to be the brave girl she always says she is. Against a sunny city setting, author Maribeth Boelts and illustrator
Angela Dominguez depict Kaia’s small courageous steps — and her tiny insect neighbors — with great empathy and charm. Buzzing with storytime potential, Kaia and the Bees is an honest and relatable tale about bravery and compassion, as well as the importance of bees to our world.
Here is the ideal introduction for preschoolers and early elementary children to insects that are not only amazing but also critically important to humans. Inside the hive views of a wild colony of honey bees offer close ups of the queen, the cells, even bee eggs. Simple verse will engage a young child,
while sidebars with fascinating information satisfy the somewhat older child. Parents, teachers, and kids will love this picture book. The detailed art shimmers with life, highlighting each hair or grain of pollen on the bees. A wild hive in a tree in her own backyard served as a model for the artist!
Backmatter includes: further information about wild and domestic hives. information on how to learn more about honey bees.
A Harbound Special Limited Edition (100 copies) of children's book about a boy named Max who visits his grandpa and learns about the importance of bees, and their losses due to colony collapse disorder. He soon learns that bees benefit from mushroom mycelium. Emphasizing the
interconnectedness of nature, this book is designed to be read over 3 nights.
Lisa Strattin, Best-Selling Children's Author presents:I Wish I Were a Cow! [Cassandra Bee Series] I Wish I Were a Cow! Cassandra Bee thinks that cows have more fun because they can Moo! But the cows have another perspective completely. They think that being able to fly is the best! About the
Cassandra Bee Series This picture book series is about a little girl bee who lives in a hive, but goes on adventures to the outside world. Sometimes she is supposed to be getting nectar to bring back home to make honey, but she often gets sidetracked on her way. Cassie, as her family calls her,
meets animals and other insects while on her daily trips away from the hive. About Lisa Strattin Lisa Strattin has published over 400 nonfiction picture books for children. Her stories about Cassandra Bee are meant as a read-aloud series of short books to be read to your young children or
grandchildren.The stories are uplifting and have a storyline that will prompt your child to think about their own personal experiences and attitudes. Whether she is meeting a new friend or going off to camp, theunderlying theme will always be one of positive self-esteem and enjoying life and family.
About the book: I Wish I Were a Cow! This book will prompt your young reader realize that he or she is just right. The book teaches that who they are, as an individual, is important and valuable. Whether Cassandra can Moo like a cow is not a big deal, because all the cows would like to be able to fly!
Each of us have our own talents - and this is what makes us - US. This is meant to be a read-aloud book for you to share with your young reader. It can be shared at naptime, bedtime or anytime that you want to spend time reading to your child or grandchild. This book is suitable for children at the
following levels: I Can Read Level 4, I Can Read Level 3, I Can Read Level 2, I Can Read Level 1. Most books in the Cassandra Bee Series are available to read for FREE as a part of your membership in PRIME or the Kindle Unlimited Program.
Bee: a Peek-Through Picture Book
A Love Letter
A Book about Bees for Kids
Inside the Bees' Hive
Five Bizzy Honey Bees - The Fun and Factual Life of the Honey Bee

Hundreds of buzzing worker honeybees build a yellow structure called a comb inside a tree trunk. The comb is made up of many small, six-sided rooms that the bees make out of wax. These rooms, called cells, will be
used to hold baby bees and sweet, gooey honey. Welcome to the bees' hive! Clear text and colorful photos and diagrams will engage young readers as they explore the habitat, physical characteristics, diet, and behavior
of these curious creatures. Age-appropriate activities and critical-thinking questions give readers an opportunity to make observations and gain valuable insights.
Honey bees are among the most remarkable creatures on earth! They are regularly seen scouring the blossoms of flowers in the spring and summer months. And yet, ask most adults how honey bees produce honey and
the answers will be as varied as the flowers. The fact is, each honey bee lives in a very structured and organized home, called a colony. There is nothing random about a beehive. Every bee has a specific assignment to
further the work of the hive to produce the honey we all love. This story, with its award winning illustrations by internationally recognized Italian illustrator Yuribelle, takes the reader on a fascinating journey into the
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hive and explores the highly organized life of a honey bee. Readers from 1 to 100 will be amazed at the fun, and yet factual, illustrations. Additionally, each page provides simple yet entertaining and engaging insight
into the life of the honey bee. Adult readers will find additional factual information on each page to provide further insight. Without a doubt, this will be one of the most fascinating, informative and enjoyable books
you will ever own. You will not be disappointed!
Elephant is allergic to the flowers she loves to eat. What can she do? She decides becoming a bee will cure her allergies. This decision sends her on a quest of difficulty and a surprising new friendship. Elephant
accepts every challenge and funny mishaps occur as she strives to reach her goal. While many children's books follow the theme "Be content with who you are," the Wantstobe collection focuses on how "Accomplishing
hard things is worth it." Using imaginative metaphor, this book reveals the changes that occur when tough obstacles are overcome to reach a goal. But most children don't think about the metaphor, they just enjoy the
story, make up their own impossible animals, and view hard work and goal setting more positively. Each book in the series is unique in its main character, setting and obstacles, the pattern of goal setting, overcoming
problems through sheer grit, and a magical ending is repeated. The illustrations are in bright vivid color whether depicting animals in a jungle, a forest or a swamp. This book is fun as a read aloud to children ages 2-7
and self read for most children ages 7-10.
I Am a Bee
Meet the Bees of the World, with Buzzwing the Honeybee
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